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Abstract

The practical application of the Object Constraint Language, which is part of the

UML speci�cation since version 1.1, depends crucially on the existence of adequate

tool support. This paper discusses general design issues for OCL tools. It is argued

that the nature of OCL will lead to a large variety of tools, applied in combination

with a variety of di�erent UML tools. Therefore, a exible modular architecture

for a UML/OCL toolset is proposed. The paper reports on the �rst results of an

ongoing project which aims at the provision of such an OCL toolset that is available

as free software.

1 Introduction

Since version 1.1, the UML standard comprises a formal annotation language

for UML models, the Object Constraint Language (OCL) [21]. This language

is used in the UML standard for precisely de�ning the well-formedness rules

of UML models on the metamodel level. Moreover, OCL is currently gaining

popularity in the de�nition of other OMG standards. Besides this usage on a

meta-level there is also high potential in using OCL in the actual development

process of software to improve software quality.

� In the analysis phase, business rules can be expressed precisely. Usually,

OCL invariants are attached to class diagrams and enable the speci�cation

of constraints which go far beyond the possibilities of \plain" UML (i.e.

UML without OCL). Some of the most useful constructs of plain UML

for the analysis phase can be seen just as abbreviations for simple OCL

invariants (e.g. the construct of association multiplicities), and as soon as

more complex constraints appear, OCL is the language of choice.

� In the design phase (mainly), constraints can be used to precisely spec-

ify pre- and postconditions for operations, and therefore provide a precise

contract [15] for the implementor and user of the operations.
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� In development tools, OCL can be used as a simple query and navigation

language.

� At various other places in UML models, object constraints can be used for

preciseness, e.g. in guards of statechart diagrams.

An example for a full UML-based development method which incorporates

OCL usage is Catalysis [11].

Recently, at several places experiments have been started to introduce OCL

into the practical object-oriented software development process (e.g. [2]). How-

ever, all such attempts are facing the problem that there is a de�nite lack of

tool support for OCL. With a few exceptions [5], the tool industry seems to

ignore OCL. There are at least two good reasons for this lack of commercial

support: First, it has still to be proven that the theoretical potential of OCL

leads to practical improvements in real software projects. Second, the needed

functionality of OCL support tools is still rather unclear. So there is a need for

signi�cant further research before OCL can achieve a status of broad market

acceptance and commercial tool support.

In this paper, we report on an attempt to enable serious practical experiments

with OCL. We describe a software platform for OCL tool support which is de-

signed for openness and modularity, and which is provided as OpenSource.

The goal of this platform is to enable practical experiments with various vari-

ants of OCL tool support. In this paper, we analyze the requirements for this

tool platform and describe the key design decisions.

This paper is structured as follows: In section 2, an overview of the full range

of possibilities for OCL tool support is given, setting the scene for the analysis

of the requirements for the tool platform. Section 3 describes the actual ar-

chitecture chosen, based on key requirements derived from section 2. Several

examples for possible con�gurations of the tool platform are given, and the

current status of the implementation is described. Section 4, �nally, summa-

rizes our results and gives ideas for further investigations and projects.

2 Potential for OCL Tool Support

The speci�cation of OCL constraints enhancing a UML model causes a signif-

icant amount of additional e�ort, so the crucial question is an economic one:

How can we ensure that the additional development e�ort spent on adding

all this detailed information really pays back? From this perspective, several

kinds of tools are required:

� Tools that use the high precision present in OCL-based speci�cations for a
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thorough analysis of the UML/OCL model.

� Tools that help the modeler to ensure that the actual constraints together

with other UML diagrams make up a sensible model of the problem domain.

� Tools that reduce the development, testing and maintenance e�ort by mak-

ing use of the information given in OCL.

� Tools that enable a higher level of trust in the implementation of an OCL

speci�cation, and therefore are suitable e.g. for development of safety-critical

applications.

When discussing tool support for OCL, an important di�erence between OCL

and many other formal speci�cation languages has to be pointed out: OCL

expressions can be mechanically evaluated for a given snapshot of a universe of

objects. Please note that this does not at all mean that OCL is a high-level pro-

gramming language. OCL expressions are used in constraints only for implicit

description of object con�gurations (snapshots) and not for actual computa-

tion of con�gurations. Moreover, OCL is quite expressive since it contains all

language constructs of classical �rst-order logic, like the quanti�ers \forAll"

and \exists", and these quanti�ers can be applied in arbitrary nesting. In con-

trast to general predicate logic, however, OCL always ensures that these con-

structs are applied only to a �nite set, so they can be checked mechanically by

enumeration of the set. This property of OCL was less clear in early versions of

the UML speci�cation (due to constructs like Integer.allInstances). How-

ever, for UML 1.3 and later versions several changes have been applied which

prohibit the usage of in�nite sets, and which even state the rule that the eval-

uation of a constraint on a snapshot always terminates. The executability of

OCL is a key feature for e�ective and simple tool support.

Let us briey discuss the most important kinds of tools supporting OCL.

Syntactical analysis The simplest form of support is given by syntactical

analysis of OCL expressions, i.e. by a parser for the context-free syntax of

the language. This form of tool support, however, is able to �nd only very

basic OCL errors.

Typechecking After some amendments to the standard, there is now a rel-

atively stable type system for OCL which enables mechanical static type-

checking of OCL constraints, much in the same way as typechecking of a

typed programming language. However, OCL constraints always make refer-

ence to an underlying class model. So an OCL typechecker has to have access

to the underlying UML model information. Practical experience shows that

this relatively simple tool feature already signi�cantly improves the quality

of OCL speci�cations.

Logical consistency checking Since OCL is a logic language, it is possible

to write down sets of constraints which are contradictory in themselves.

Although it would be very helpful to have a tool checking statically for

such inconsistencies, there are many open questions still to be solved before
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such tools can be built. In general, it is even likely that consistency is

undecidable, so one may want to develop appropriate criteria for decidable

subcases. Moreover, experience with recent research prototypes for symbolic

constraint solving (e.g. [10]) may lead to interesting results.

Simulation Static checks of OCL constraints are rather limited since OCL

expression evaluation requires an object con�guration (system snapshot) to

work on. Therefore, a useful tool feature is to actually create such object

con�gurations which adhere to the given UML class diagram. Typically,

such a tool provides a symbolic representation of system states and a sym-

bolic evaluation of OCL constraints on such states. Various scenarios can be

created interactively or with the help of scripting languages, and the OCL

constraints are tested on the respective system states. First tool prototypes

following this idea exist [5,18].

Runtime constraint check From the point of view of the tool builder, an

invariant is a Boolean-valued function which can be evaluated on a given

snapshot of the system. The same observation applies to pre- and post-

conditions. So it makes sense to provide tools which actually carry out an

evaluation of these functions at runtime of an implemented software sys-

tem. Practical realization of this idea can take on several di�erent forms.

For instance, assertion tests can be integrated into code (fragments) gen-

erated from UML CASE tools; existing hand-written implementations can

be \instrumented" by postprocessors, or speci�c code doing automatic in-

variant checking can be generated, as it is possible for database integrity

constraints [6]. The main prerequisite for such tools is the existence of an

implementation in a programming language which is in complete synchro-

nization with its corresponding UML/OCL design model. So this approach

is best suited for development strategies which use UML throughout all

phases of the development including the coding phase.

Test automation Test tools may make use of OCL speci�cations to achieve

a high degree of automatization. The declarative test speci�cation in OCL

can be used as a criterion for deciding the correctness of achieved results

(sometimes called the test oracle). Moreover, mathematical logic can be

used to check given test cases for coverage of the functional speci�cation,

and with more advanced methods, even synthesis of test cases max become

feasible, leading to a more or less fully automatic test procedure based on the

OCL speci�cation. This class of tools may be the most interesting one from

an economic point of view, since it helps to save some of the usually high

costs for quality assurance. Also maintenance costs can be reduced by such

tools since automatic regression testing against the formal speci�cation is

enabled, and the semantic consistency of speci�cation and code is enforced.

Code veri�cation and synthesis In the long run, OCL may also form a ba-

sis for code veri�cation and synthesis. First projects in this direction have

been started (e.g. the Karlsruhe KeY project [8]) and signi�cant theoreti-

cal foundations for such tools have been described recently [9]. But this is

clearly the most ambitious kind of tool which will always be oriented towards
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specialists in logic rather than average programmers. So this type of tools

may be appropriate only for special, safety-critical development projects.

High-level programming OCL can also be used beyond the speci�cation

activity as an actual programming tool. It provides a simple and power-

ful syntax for navigation over associations between objects and for dealing

with collection types. Therefore, it is an ideal complement for visual and

component-based programming, as a language to de�ne on a high level the

values of object attributes or component properties. There exists a tool ex-

ploiting this idea in the context of the Delphi programming environment

[5].

From the list above, it becomes obvious that there is a large variety of dif-

ferent tools, all of which rely on a rather small common functionality (syntax

analysis and typechecking in class model context). Moreover, more complex

tools can be built from some more basic tool features. So for instance, a test

automation tool can be based on a tool supporting runtime constraint checks.

These observations are reected in the toolset architecture described below.

3 Toolset Architecture

3.1 Requirements

From an analysis of potential OCL tools, as summarized above, a number of

requirements can be derived:

Requirement 1: The architecture shall enable interworking with various

CASE tools and repositories, regarding the access to model information

for typechecking. A simple and exible interface is required which supports

the construction of stand-alone experimental tools (working e.g. on a �le

representation of the model) as well as a tight integration into CASE tools,

for more user-friendly versions of tools.

Requirement 2: Syntax analysis and type checking of OCL constraints is

the functionality which is common to all tool variants. So a simple interface

to this functionality is needed in order to enable integration into various

OCL tools.

Requirement 3: The tool platform has to provide a simple and easily re-

usable interface for accessing the actual constraint information (the abstract

syntax of the constraints) from di�erent kinds of tools. Ultimately, the solu-

tion should be compliant with an OCL metamodel [17], which is still under

discussion.

Requirement 4: Di�erent tools want di�erent levels of abstraction in access-

ing the representation of OCL constraints. For example, a tool generating
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programming language code may want to expand automatically all select

operations into the generic iterate mechanism. In contrast, a tool generat-

ing SQL integrity conditions may want to keep the select operations since

they can be mapped easily and directly to SQL [6].

3.2 Key Design Decisions

In the following, a modular architecture for an OCL toolset satisfying the

above listed requirements is presented. The architecture is designed based on

our experience with a prototype implementation [12]. We decided to develop

the OCL toolset in Java because of the high popularity of Java as implemen-

tation language in the Open Source Community and therewith the availability

of useful tools like parser generators and the possibility to integrate the OCL

toolset with free CASE tools such as Argo/UML.

A further decision was that an OCL toolset should be fully compliant to the

UML/OCL speci�cation version 1.3 [16]. Unfortunately, this speci�cation con-

tains some ambiguities and contradictions. These have to be solved in a sensi-

ble way, and aspects where the implementation deviates from the speci�cation

have to be documented in detail.

The �rst requirement from above means that a toolset should be adaptable

to di�erent environments. This adaptability can be achieved if all external

interfaces are designed and documented carefully. Dependencies between the

OCL toolset and the environment have to be minimized.

With the adaptibility comes the extensibility of the design. As discussed in

section 2, a large variety of OCL tools is imaginable that the toolset archi-

tecture should support. While it is very hard or even impossible to achieve

this fully for very sophisticated tools like consistency checkers, the architec-

ture should at least o�er the possibility to use the toolset as the �rst stage of

such a tool. As a result, the new tool can bene�t from the adaptability of the

toolset to di�erent environments, and reuses existing functionality.

The reuse of functionality can be achieved by the design of small, con�gurable

modules with clearly de�ned responsibilities. Information can be passed be-

tween modules using a blackboard strategy [3] with each module being im-

plemented as a separate traversal of the abstract syntax tree of the OCL

expression. Additional dependencies, such as type information o�ered by the

type checker module, are restricted to Java interfaces to allow di�erent imple-

mentations (strategy pattern [7]).
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Fig. 1. Core Modules of the Dresden OCL toolset

3.3 Core Modules and the Abstract Syntax Tree

According to the above listed requirements and design decisions as well as

common compiler implementation principles, the toolset architecture consists

of the modules presented below. Figure 1 gives an overview of the core modules

of the "Dresden OCL toolset" [12]. Following classical techniques from com-

piler design, the essential internal interface of the OCL toolset is the abstract

syntax tree.

3.3.1 Abstract Syntax Tree

Abstract syntax tree classes are created out of a grammar description using the

parser generator SableCC [19]. The parser generator creates abstract classes

for productions and a concrete subclass for each of the alternatives of the

production. These classes, generated for a straightforward translation of the

OCL grammar in [16] into the speci�cation format of SableCC, are used as

the primary information exchange data structure between modules. Figure

2 shows a screenshot displaying the abstract syntax tree of the prototype

implementation. The current user interface is more targeted towards test and

demonstration of the core functionality of the toolset. It is easy to replace this

user interface by other interfaces, which are for instance more integrated with

other UML tools.

The decision to use an abstract syntax tree as internal storage form of the OCL

toolset was taken for very pragmatic reasons. The SableCC system provides

quite a number of helpful mechanisms to deal with abstract syntax trees e�ec-

tively, which could be reused. Moreover, in the current situation, the evolving

OCL metamodel [17] is not yet an alternative since it is not fully stabilized

(and will probably not become stable before UML 2.0). The current decision
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Fig. 2. Debugging environment

allows a very loose coupling between the OCL toolset and its environment and

is based on current standards. As soon as the metamodel is stable, it will be

easily possible to introduce an additional layer of abstraction on top of the

syntax tree, which will be based on an OCL metamodel. In fact, a metamodel

view was already used in some of the typechecking algorithms (see below).

3.3.2 Parser (parser module)

The parser transforms the input OCL expression into an abstract syntax tree.

Of course it is straightforward to use a SableCC-generated parser for this

task, but it can be ful�lled by an arbitrary parser that creates the appropriate

instances of the SableCC-generated abstract syntax tree classes.

3.3.3 Semantical Analysis (check module)

The abstract syntax tree classes can be seen as a representation of a static

UML metamodel 1 . By formulating invariants that constrain this model, con-

sistency rules (well-formedness rules) on the abstract syntax tree can be de-

�ned. The Java code generator of the OCL toolset can be used to automatically

transform these constraints into Java code which can then be used as a part

1 This metamodel is not the one proposed in [17], but the UML model corresponding

to the classes generated by SableCC.
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of semantical analysis. In fact, part of the typechecking in the prototype was

\bootstrapped" already this way.

Type checking is implemented as a module which, in addition to checking

semantical correctness with reference to the OCL type system, o�ers type

information about syntax tree nodes and variables towards other modules.

To minimize inter-module dependencies, this information is made available

through a clean Java interface. It is important to note that OCL type checking

is not possible without information about the UML model the OCL constraint

is part of. Such information is not available within the OCL toolset, but has

to be extracted from the toolset's environment. An external interface for this

purpose is described in subsection 3.4.

3.3.4 Normalisation (normalize module)

In order to be able to support a variety of tools, it is desirable to avoid that

every tool has to implement the execution of any OCL expression completely.

This can be achieved by de�ning a normal form of OCL terms, such that

all terms can be mapped into a simpler subset of the OCL language. Such a

normal form could for example disallow multiple iterators for the collection

property forAll, since they can be replaced by nested iteration.

As it was mentioned in requirement 4 above, di�erent normal forms are prefer-

able for di�erent purposes: For consistency checking it might be helpful to

normalise collection properties like forAll and exists to iterate, but a

Java code generator might produce less e�cient code after this modi�cation.

Customized normalisation is made possible in our tool architecture by de�n-

ing and implementing small normalisation steps, like \expand shorthand for

collect" or \remove multiple iterators" (i.e., wherever there are collection

operations with more than one iterator, change the expression to use two or

more nested collection operations with one iterator each instead). The imple-

mentors of OCL tools based on our platform are free to combine these steps

as desired, or even to add further normalisation steps. To facilitate this, nor-

malisation steps can de�ne constraints on the abstract syntax tree as the pre-

and postcondition of their application. Figure 3 shows an example of the e�ect

such a customized normalization.

While the normalisation module does not de�ne an additional internal inter-

face, other modules depend on properties of the abstract syntax tree achieved

by normalisation. These dependencies can be made explicit by managing a

list of asserted invariants for the syntax tree. Normalisation steps can add

invariants to this list, and modules dependent on certain invariants can assure

that these have been asserted before.
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input expression

context Company inv:

employees->forAll(e1, e2 | e1 <> e2 implies e1.name <> e2.name)

normalised expression

context Company inv tudOclInv0:

let tudOclLet0 : Set(Person) = self.employees in

tudOclLet0 -> forAll (

e1 : Person | tudOclLet0 -> forAll (

e2 : Person | e1 <> e2 implies e1.name <> e2.name

)

)

Fig. 3. Example for normalisation

Fig. 4. Model information source interfaces

3.3.5 Code Generation (codegen module)

Code generator modules transform the normalised syntax tree into a target

language. How this is done is to a large extent dependent on the target lan-

guage. For the implementation of a Java code generator, a combination of

a class library and a comparatively simple syntax-directed translation has

proven to be su�cient. The class library o�ers Java-representations for the

prede�ned OCL types, and the code generator can make straightforward trans-

lations of OCL property accesses into Java method calls for most cases.
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Fig. 5. Communication between type checker and model information source

Fig. 6. Model for example constraints

3.4 Interfaces of Tool Modules to the Environment

An OCL toolset needs at least two interfaces for communication with its en-

vironment, as stated above in requirements 1 and 2.

The �rst interface allows the environment to pass OCL expressions into the

toolset. Constraints are here represented as simple String objects.

The second external interface is used by the type checker of the toolset to

access model information. Since OCL expressions are dependent only on a

small part of the UML meta model (classi�ers, behavioural and static features,
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associations, and states), the necessary queries can be restricted to the small

and elegant interfaces ModelFacade and Any shown in �gure 4. These have

to be implemented for a toolset environment. Figure 5 shows how the type

checker and implementations of these interfaces cooperate to examine the

following constraint:

context Person inv:

managedCompanies->forAll(employees->includes(self))

All example constraints refer to the model in �gure 6.

Several experimental implementations of the ModelFacade interface have been

realised already. For instance, there is an implementation which reads the

model information out of a �le in the XML-based UML exchange format XMI

(compatible with the XMI export facility of Rational Rose), and an implemen-

tation which takes the model information directly from the repository of the

OpenSource CASE tool Argo/UML. Another implementation extracts model

information from Java classes that are enriched with Javadoc comments which

show the element type of collections.

Additional external interfaces may be added by other modules. For example,

for a code generator it makes sense to o�er an interface where produced code

can be queried. Such an interface should not only make the generated code

itself available, but also o�er information such as the constrained class and

operation or, for procedural target languages, the variable that holds the result

of the evaluation.

4 Additional Tools of the Dresden OCL Toolset

4.1 OCL Editor

A recently added module of the Dresden OCL toolset is a comfortable OCL

editor which includes besides editing of constraints features like a toolbar and

adequate error messages (see �g. 7). The according user interface is designed to

integrate the OCL editor not into a speci�c CASE tool, but into various envi-

ronments. Currently it is tested with the Open Source CASE Tool Argo/UML

and also serves as test environment for the OCL2SQL tool. The screenshot in

�g. 8 gives an impression of the new OCL editor integrated into Argo/UML.
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Fig. 7. OCL Editor

4.2 Java Code Generator

Based on the toolset, a compiler has been realised which translates OCL con-

straints into Java assertion code [12]. According to the classi�cation given in

section 2, this OCL tool has the functionalities of dynamic invariant valida-

tion and dynamic pre/postcondition validation. It can also be used for test

automation. The approach to generate code which is executed at runtime as

part of an actual implementation of the UML model is less straightforward

than e.g. an OCL interpreter and model animator [5]. However, we believe that

for the application of OCL in larger projects, the compilation into assertions

is much more important, whereas the interpretative approach is more suited

to education in OCL.

The prototype compiler uses the XMI-based implementation of the Model-

Facade interface. Therefore it can be used to generate Java assertion code

out of two �les: a text �le containing OCL constraints and a UML/XMI �le

(containing the class diagram), which is created by export from standard UML
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Fig. 8. OCL editor integrated into Argo/UML

CASE tools. Internally to the compiler, the normalisation module is used

to transform the input constraint into a sublanguage of OCL that avoids

the use of multiple iterators, iterating properties without declarator, multiple

use of the same variable name, and use of the default navigation context 2 .

The normalization example in �gure 3 shows the e�ect of this normalization

con�guration.

The Java code generator module then follows syntax-driven rules to produce

Java code, a sample of which is shown in �gure 9. The classes used in this

code, like OclAnyImpl or OclSet, are de�ned in a class library, which de�nes

among other things implementations for the standard collection data types

of OCL. As usual with compilers, the generated code is not meant for hu-

man readers but for execution by machine. Especially the use of Java inner

classes, necessary to pass code as method parameter, decreases readability.

Readers not familiar with Java can understand the variable tudOclEval0 as

representing the subexpression e1<>e2 implies e1.name<>e2.name (see �g-

ure �g-normalisation example). The use of inner classes is also the reason why

all variables are declared as final. A number of auxiliary variables are used to

break down the code in relatively small pieces (a standard compiler construc-

tion technique). After executing this code, the result variable (tudOclNode8)

contains a value which indicates whether the examined object ful�lls the con-

2 Not using the default navigation context means that every navigation expression

has to begin with a bound name, like self or an iterator name, or a literal.
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final OclAnyImpl tudOclNode0=Ocl.toOclAnyImpl(Ocl.getFor(this));

final OclSet tudOclNode1=

Ocl.toOclSet(tudOclNode0.getFeature("employees"));

final OclIterator tudOclIter0=tudOclNode1.getIterator();

final OclBooleanEvaluatable tudOclEval0 =

new OclBooleanEvaluatable() {

public OclBoolean evaluate() {

final OclIterator tudOclIter1=tudOclNode1.getIterator();

final OclBooleanEvaluatable tudOclEval1 =

new OclBooleanEvaluatable() {

public OclBoolean evaluate() {

final OclBoolean tudOclNode2=

Ocl.toOclAnyImpl(tudOclIter0.getValue()).

isNotEqualTo(Ocl.toOclAnyImpl(tudOclIter1.getValue()));

final OclString tudOclNode3=

Ocl.toOclString(Ocl.toOclAnyImpl(tudOclIter0.

getValue()).getFeature("name"));

final OclString tudOclNode4=

Ocl.toOclString(Ocl.toOclAnyImpl(tudOclIter1.

getValue()).getFeature("name"));

final OclBoolean tudOclNode5=

tudOclNode3.isNotEqualTo(tudOclNode4);

final OclBoolean

tudOclNode6=tudOclNode2.implies(tudOclNode5);

return tudOclNode6;

}

};

final OclBoolean tudOclNode7=

tudOclNode1.forAll(tudOclIter1, tudOclEval1);

return tudOclNode7;

}

};

final OclBoolean tudOclNode8 =

tudOclNode1.forAll(tudOclIter0,tudOclEval0);

Fig. 9. Generated Java code for the example of �gure 3

straint. In order to access the actual snapshot of the model at runtime, again a

simple and elegant Java interface has been de�ned (using the Factory Method

design pattern) that makes it easy to adapt the assertion code to any chosen

representation of UML constructs in Java. This feature is particularly impor-

tant for the representation of associations, where many signi�cantly di�erent

design choices exist.

Figure 10 gives an overview of the interaction of client and compiler modules

for Java assertion generation.
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Fig. 10. Inter-module communication for Java code generation

4.3 Java Code Instrumentation

The Java code generator produces code fragments which can compute the

ful�llment of an OCL constraint. To make practical use of such fragments, a

Java code instrumentation tool is necessary. It takes an arbitrary Java program

and a set of constraints on the classes of the Java program as input, and

generates a Java program which has the same behaviour as the one taken as

input, but is enriched with checks of the OCL constraints. The instrumented

Java program will check every relevant constraint before and/or after a method

is executed.

Such a tool is described and implemented in [22]. Since a complete and ac-

curate design level UML model is usually not available, the tool takes the

UML model information necessary for typechecking the OCL constraints di-
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rectly from the Java classes. The OCL constraints themselves are stored as

Javadoc tags. For increased usability, the tool allows editing of instrumented

code, which can also easily be de-instrumented (removing all OCL checks).

The performance of instrumented code is increased by caching of constraint

evaluation results; the cache is invalidated whenever one of the constrained

attributes or method call results changes. To �nd out which attributes and

methods are relevant for a constraint, an observer relation is built whenever a

constraint is evaluated, with constraint objects observing objects representing

attributes and query method results that were accessed during evaluation.

Figure 11 shows an example of instrumented Java code. It is greatly simpli�ed,

but shows some basic concepts. For example, the idea of method wrapping used

by the tool can be observed here: instead of inserting checks directly into the

original method, the name of the original method is changed and a new method

with the original name is inserted. This new method checks preconditions and

invariants, then calls the original method, and then checks the postconditions

and again invariants. Besides avoiding many problems familiar with other Java

code instrumentation tools, this approach also keeps the instrumented code

more readable.

Given a su�cient set of constraints, a tool like this both simpli�es testing in

software development and couples it closely to modelling. In the popular XP

testing frameworks [13], of which JUnit is most widely known, the program-

mer has to give operations on an object population and the desired operation

results. With instrumented code, it is su�cient to execute a number of opera-

tions on the object population - the correctness of the code with reference to

the OCL constraints formulated during modelling is automatically validated

by the inserted code.

4.4 SQL Code Generator

Another con�guration of the modules of the presented OCL toolset architec-

ture is currently under development, which aims towards an integration with

database schema generation tools. The intention is to automatically generate

SQL integrity constraints [14] as part of a relational database schema. The

integrity constraints are derived from OCL expressions that are speci�ed in

form of business rules on UML models. Basic mappings from OCL invariants

to SQL constraints (create assertion et al.) are given in [6]. For this pur-

pose, the parser and type checker can be reused without change. However,

SQL as declarative language requires in contrast to Java other properties of

the abstract syntax tree. For example, it makes no sense to normalise the
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/**

* @inv: employees->

* forAll(e1, e2 | e1<>e2 implies e1.name<>e2.name)

*/

class Company {

Set employees;

public void addEmployee_wrapped(Person p) {

... business code ...

}

// ******************************************

// ***** Generated code comes here ********

// ******************************************

public void addEmployee(Person p) {

checkForChangedFeatures();

addEmployee_wrapped(p);

checkForChangedFeatures();

}

/**

* cache for "employees"

*/

Set employees_oclbackup;

/**

* Checks ocl invariant tudOclInv0 on this object.

* Evaluation will register a listener for changes

* of all constrained values.

*/

void checkOclInvariant_tudOclInv0() {

... generated check as shown in figure 8 ...

if(!tudOclNode8.isTrue()) {

... configurable violation code ...

}

}

void checkForChangedFeatures() {

if( ! employees.equals(employees_oclbackup) ) {

employees_oclbackup = new HashSet(employees);

... notify all registered constraints ...

... recompute constraint fulfillment where necessary...

}

}

Fig. 11. Instrumented Java code

above given example (see �gure 3) in the same way as presented above. In

this case, it would be better to normalise the OCL expression into an abstract

syntax tree representing the equivalent OCL constraint:

context Company inv: employees->isUnique(name)
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This expression can be easily transformed into a SQL unique key constraint.

Therefore, speci�c normalisation steps have to be developed and added to the

normalisation module. A further development step is then the implementation

of the code generation interface for the generation of SQL statements. Because

of the large number of relational database system vendors that o�er di�erent

implementations of the SQL standard, a exible approach for code generation

is needed. One way to achieve this is the separation of the SQL code generator

from the mapping rules by their description in XML. The structure of such a

document is prede�ned by a document type de�nition (DTD) and can be seen

as a catalog which contains SQL code templates related to the grammar rules

of the OCL speci�cation. Using this approach, the generated SQL code is to

a large extent independent of the compiled code and can easily be adapted

to di�erent SQL dialects using XML-Editors. The current "OCL2SQL tool"

supports both SQL-92 [14] and Oracle/SQL code generation. Although this

development is not yet completed, the design of it already gives some proof

for the adequateness of the chosen modular structure of our OCL toolset.

5 Summary and Outlook

The purpose of this paper was not just to describe a particular implementation

of an OCL tool. Instead, a rather general discussion of the potential tool

support for OCL has been given, and the described design contains a number

of ideas which may be transferable also to other tool environments. Moreover,

the described tool platform may be interesting for a wide audience, since the

full source code is freely available under GNU Library General Public License

[12].

The current status of realisation comprises a complete and stable implemen-

tation of all the modules which were mentioned in �gure 1. The compiler from

OCL constraints to Java assertions is available and thoroughly tested. The

compiler from OCL to SQL integrity constraints is currently under develop-

ment. There are already several other (academic) projects which have decided

to take the tool platform described here as the basis for their development of

OCL tools such as in [20].

The design of the toolset is oriented towards an easy integration into all kinds

of other (Java-based) environments. It was an encouraging experience regard-

ing the toolset design that a �rst prototype of the integration into the Open-

Source UML tool Argo/UML was produced within just a few hours of de-

velopment time (as could be observed \live" by the participants of an OCL

workshop taking place in Canterbury/UK in March 2000). The core parts of

our OCL toolset will be fully integrated into future releases of Argo/UML.

Moreover, experiments for integration with other Java-based CASE tools, e.g.
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Together, are going on in cooperation with other research institutions.

Further work of the authors will concentrate on additional modules for the

toolset which enable practical experimentation with fully automatic tool sup-

port for OCL. Among the future plans is to develop an OCL interpreter based

on our toolset and to connect it with a CASE tool in order to automatically

check meta-level OCL constraints on UML models. Such a tool may provide

signi�cant help in stabilizing the formal OCL parts of the current OMG stan-

dard for UML. Another goal for the near future is to provide adequate tool

support for automatic testing based on OCL, and to carry out pilot studies

for the use of such tools in small but realistic development projects.

From the viewpoint of tool developers, we can summarize that e�ective sup-

port for the OCL part of UML is possible, and that the language is in principle

well designed to achieve a high level of automatisation within such tools.
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